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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Traffic stop

18-98377

SR100 & Colbert Lane

Larceny

18-98277

SR 100 FPCHS

Larceny

18-98267

Special
Detail
TS

18-98319

Old Kings Road Matanza
High School
I95 @ SR 100 E

18-98327

Belle Terre Pkwy

Narcotics

18-96917

Justice Lane

Battery

18-98318

Justice Lane

FCSO attempted to stop a vehicle for speeding on SR100. The vehicle failed to stop
and took off at a high rate of speed. The vehicle was not pursued but was
observed pulling into the Beach Village Apartments where it was located
unoccupied in front of building 1100. The vehicle had all the back windows down
and on the front seat in plain view was a handgun. The Smith & Wesson 9mm was
reported lost out of VCSO (VCSO DB18-17101). The vehicle was a rental from
Enterprise. The handgun was placed into evidence and the vehicle was towed by
Saxon’s.
J1 rode his bike to school and locked it to the bike rack by the Auditorium. When
school was over, he went to ride his bike home and it was gone.
J1 had rode his bicycle to MHS and locked to the bike rack. When school was over,
his bike was missing, but the lock was still locked on the rack.
FCSO conducted traffic enforcement detail between 2200 – 0000 Hrs which
resulted in 9 traffic stops (8 verbal warnings and 1 arrest “see below”).
FCSO conducted a traffic stop on a white Chevrolet van bearing Florida tag
“5931YK”. As a result, the driver was placed under arrest reference DL Expired
More 6 Months.
Deputies arrested S1, earlier in the week and upon arrival to the inmate facility a
clear plastic baggie was located in her bra upon entering the jail. The substance
tested positive as a cathinone (Bath Salts). S1 additionally charged with
introduction into a facility and possession of a Schedule 1 substance.
S1 and S2 were both involved in a physical altercation at the inmate facility. Both
suspects were the primary aggressor against each other in two separate incidents.
Both suspects were charged with battery on a detained person.
O1 stated he and O2 were in the woods getting fire wood when O3 fire several
shots at them. O1 and O2 were both intoxicated and provided conflicting
statements. O3 stated he has been having problems with armadillos tearing up his
lawn and he shot at the armadillos and did not know anyone was in the woods
next to his property. O3 did have fresh animal marks in his yard. No charges were
signed due to conflicting statements and it does not appear O3 shot at O1 and O2.
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